
DIESEL EQUIPMENT OPERATIONS 
 
Contest Description: The Diesel Equipment Operations contest will consist of a 25 Question Written 
Exam and a hands-on mower component. The ten contestants with the lowest combined scores on the 
written exam and two-wheel trailer driving portion of the contest will then compete in the mower 
tractor safety event. 
 
Contest Superintendent: Maurice Wolcott 
 
Award: 4-H Educational Trip 
 
Sponsor: Louisiana 4-H Foundation 
 
Age Requirement: Must have passed his/her 13th birthday and not passed his/her 20th birthday on 
January 1st of the current year. 
 
Rules: 
1. Each parish may bring up to two (2) contestants. 
2. The Diesel Equipment Operations contest will consist of a 25 Question Written Exam and a mower 

component. The ten contestants with the lowest combined scores on the written exam and two-
wheel trailer driving and tractor safety portion of the contest will then compete in the mower event. 

3. Questions for the written exam will be taken from the identified study guide by April 1st. Twenty 
penalty points will be assessed for each incorrect answer. 

4. Tie Breakers to be used in the event of identical total scores. Winner to be selected based on the 
following criteria, by designated order. 

a. Contestant with lowest Written Exam score. 
b. Contestant with the lowest score in mower event. 
c. Contestant with the lowest score in the two wheel trailer event. 
d. Contestant with the lowest time in the two wheel trailer event. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 



Louisiana 4-H Diesel Equipment Operation Contest 
Two-Wheel Trailer Driving Event 
 
Procedure: 
Three judges will be available – one for safety, one for timing and recording scores and one for 
measuring and observing the contestant. A two-wheel trailer with an 8 X 12’ frame will be used for this 
event. 
 
The tractor will be hooked to the trailer in the shed. The contestant will start the tractor and signal an 
official that they are ready to begin. 
 
With the engine running, brakes set, transmission in neutral, an official will give a signal to start. 
 
The contestant will pull forward, then back the trailer down an alley. When the back of the trailer passes 
the last set of posts, the contestant will then pull forward and drive to the two wheel obstacle course. 
 
Draw the trailer through gates 1 and 2, around the end, and back through gates 3 and 4. 
Line up and back the trailer into the shed. 
 
The contestant should then place the transmission in the parked or locked position, set both rear wheel 
brakes, stop the engine and dismount. Timing will stop when the tractor has been properly parked and 
the engine stops turning. 
 
Rules: 
1. Whenever dismounting tractor, both brakes must be set and the gear shift lever must be in the park 
or locked position. 
2. Time begins on signal from official and stops when contestant has properly parked tractor and engine 
stops turning. 
3. Riding clutch – Using excessive throttle and controlling ground speed with clutch. May be scored once 
in each of: shed, alley, and obstacle courses. 
4. See score sheet for two wheel tractor driving event. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Louisiana 4-H Diesel Equipment Operation Contest 
Two Wheel Trailer Driving Course 
And Mower Event 
Score Sheet 
 
Contestant’s Name ___________________________________Number ____________ 
 
Scoring: Penalty Pts. Score       Penalty Pts Score 
 
1. Number of complete changes of direction other than necessary in travel.  _________x 10 _____ 

 

2. Markers or lines 

a. Touched          _________x 40 _____ 

b. Stakes knocked over or lines crossed       _________x 50 _____ 

 

3. Tractor Operation 

a. Stalled          _________x 10 _____ 

b. Grated gears          _________x 10 _____ 

c. Riding Clutch (note rule 3)        _________x 10 _____ 

 

4. Measurement in shed (nearest ½ inch) 

a. Inches off center at front        _________x 10 _____ 

b. Inches off center at rear        _________x 10 _____ 

c. Inches greater than one from center-rear post      _________x 10 _____ 

(within one inch is perfect) 

 

5. a. Time _____Minutes _____Seconds _____ 

Total Seconds          _________x 1/5 _____ 

b. Time in excess of 8 minutes, 100 points        _____ 

 

                 TOTAL PENALTY POINTS __________ 

 

 
 



Louisiana 4-H Diesel Equipment Operation Contest 
Mower Event – Top Ten (10) Contestants 
Procedure: 
Three judges will be available-one for timing and recording scores and two for measuring and observing 
the contestant. A standard pull type mower (8 foot in width) will be used for this event. 
 
NOTE: Transmission levers must be in park or locked position, both brakes must be set, and PTO must be 
disengaged prior to starting engine.* 
 
*Contestant must be observed checking for correct positions of levers by judges. 
The contestant will start the tractor and signal an official that they are ready to begin. 
With the engine running, brakes set, transmission in neutral, PTO disengaged, an official will give a signal 
to begin. 
 
Once the mower is attached, contestant will re-start engine, raise mower to the height gauge wheel still 
contacts the ground and mower’s side metal slides clear the ground. Contestant then will follow the 
same course as the Two Wheel Driving Event, beginning at the alley*** 
 
NOTE: PTO is not to be engaged in this contest. 
***Contestant must park and remove the mower at the designated location before backing into the 
shed. 
The contestant should then place the transmission in the parked or locked position, set both rear wheel 
brakes, stop the engine and dismount. Timing will stop when the tractor has been properly parked and 
the engine stops. 
 
Rules: 
1. When dismounting tractor, transmission must be in the parked or locked position, both brakes must 
be set and PTO disengaged. 
2. Time begins on signal from official to begin and stops when contestant has properly parked tractor 
and engine stops. 
3. Using excessive throttle, controlling ground speed with clutch, sliding or skidding mower wheels, front 
slides, or blades and riding clutch will result in penalties. Penalties for the above may be scored once 
each at the shed, mower attachment location, alley and obstacle course. 
4. PTO cannot be engaged at any time during this event. 
5. Mower gauge wheel(s) must be in contact with the ground throughout the driving event. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Louisiana 4-H Diesel Equipment Operation Contest 
Score Sheet: Tractor Safety & Mower Safety 
Contestant’s Name______________________________________Number___________ 

Scoring Procedure: Each contestant will be scored on safety throughout the contest. 

Starting Safely 

1. Failure to check neutral position      _________x 25 _____ 

2. Failure to disengage clutch while starting engine    _________x 50 _____ 

3. Failure to check P.T.O. for disengagement prior to starting engine* _________x 50 _____ 

(May be scored once on the two-wheel and once on the mower event). 

Driving Safely 

1. Failure to engage clutch gently.      _________x 50 _____ 

2. Skidding or spinning tractor wheels (scuffing of inside wheel on turning does not count until the skid is 

equal or greater than the width of the tire).     _________x 50 _____ 

3. Sliding or skidding trailer or mower wheels–front slides or blades  _ _______x 100_____ 

4. Turning too short and fouling trailer      _________x 50 _____ 

5. Operation of tractor at unsafe speed or engine at excessive RPM  _________x 100 ____ 

6. Moving tractor with brake set.      _________x 10 _____ 

7. Mower wheels not in contact with ground     _________x 20 _____ 

Mounting and Dismounting Safely 

1. Failure to set both brakes and placing transmission in park or  

locked position before dismounting.      _________x 50 _____ 

2. Failure to bring tractor to complete stop and engine quits turning 

before dismounting.       _________x 100 _____ 

Other Safety (score for each offense) 

1. Smoking         _________x 100 _____ 

2. Extra riders         _________x 100 _____ 

3. Seat belt on tractor not used       _________x 50 ______ 

4. Running over post        _________x 100 _____ 

5. Engaged PTO        _________x 200 _____ 

6. Other         _________x _________ 

TOTAL PENALTY POINTS _____________ 

*Physically move levers, etc. so that the judges can observe checking for correct position. 



 
 

 



SUMMARY: DIESEL TRACTOR SCORES 
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